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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. FOUL is a three-book set of
unwholesome, distasteful and morally objectionable erotic encounters. Very kinky and titillating.
DRIPS IN THE SNOW (dairy enema, seeding, first time, group, taboo, extreme) Two couples take a
trip to a winter cabin in the mountains, where there is no one to stop the men of the cabin from
doing their forbidden mating rituals and taboo work on the two young, inexperienced women. dairy
enema, seeding, first time, food fetish, group sex, orgy, oral, anal, vaginal spanking, outdoor,
mountain, taboo, extreme SOILED (victorian / first time / man of the castle / taboo) Young Ilsa is a
beautiful, untouched woman of the kingdom, and her drunken confession at a party to the man of
the castle, Lord Carmen, has led her to a bizarre morning with the handsome aristocrat. She does
not know that Lord Carmen intends to treat her with a forbidden, first time encounter that is
completely unprotectedÂforcing her to make a very taboo choice that will change her life forever. A
SPECIAL DENTIST (erotic dairy medical extreme taboo / surprise ending)...
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am just happy to explain how this is the very best
ebook i actually have read within my individual existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- Cydney Ha nd
Excellent e-book and useful one. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Pa squa le K locko
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